
Weapons
Melee Weapon: This covers everything from simple combat knives to sophisticated gloves.

 Monomolecular (free): Every single edged Dark Eldar weapon is as sharp as a single atom
and miraculously holds and edge no matter how much damage it suffers. Despite the light
weight of all Dark Eldar weaponry it is capable of penetrating ceramite armour. This is free
and can only be taken if the weapon has a cutting edge.

 Lightweight (-50): Your weapon is unnaturally light in your hands and can be swung around
with ease. This does not impact how much severe an injury such a weapon causes.

 Extendable (-50): The Punisher is a weapon with an extendable shaft that when swung
extends to just the right length to both maximise leverage and accuracy. Likewise, your
weapon contains a similar feature.

 Dual (-50): For 100 CP, your two weapons can also be combined into a single, larger and
deadly weapon much like the demiklaives of the Incubi.

 Miniaturised (-50/-100): This has several versions. The 50 CP level makes the weapon small
but deadly enough to mount beneath a weapon so you may stab even as you shoot (allowing
you to combine it with any ranged weapon you possess or purchased here) or made into
something small and agile like a gauntlet. The 100 CP weapon takes this even further,
turning it so small that it can hide upon your body while retaining all of its lethality.
Alternatively, it has two modes, one where it is indistinguishable from clothing and another
where it is fully extended and deadly, like the Hydra Gauntlets. It is generally wise to keep at
least one hidden weapon on your person in the Dark City.

 Poisoned (-50/-100/-200): Poison is so common to the Dark Eldar that it is nearly unheard of
for a weapon to not be poisoned. Should you acquire a weapon that is somehow not
carrying at least one deadly toxin, you may rectify that with this purchase. These poisons are
incapacitating, capable of immobilising a Carnifex with a large enough dose, and of course
horrendously painful upon even the slightest scratch. If you care less for taking prisoners, for
100 CP the poison causes so much agony within such a small dose it can stop the heart of
creatures exposed to it, making it significantly more lethal. Alternatively the same level of
poison can cause a creature’s flesh to devour itself while its blood turns to acid and dissolve
into slurry, again from a single scratch. Finally, for 200 CP, this injects a cocktail of poisons
and drugs that cause a biological creature’s circulatory system to override so severely that
even the greatest monsters can explode in a spray of biological tissue.

 Shifting (-100): Like the Razor Flails, yours can shift between a second form. Perhaps it’s a
blade that can suddenly elongate into a lengthy whip studded with monomolecular spikes.
Both forms must be a melee weapon.

 Mindphase (-100): This weapon consumes the will of creatures it strikes. Any creature can
theoretically be reduced to a paralysed statue and easily captured for the slave pits by a
strike from a Mindphase weapon, though it depends how strong their will was in the first
place.

 Power (-100): Your weapon is sheathed in a disruptive energy field that allows it to bypass
armour.

 Kiss of the Parasite (-200): The more pain your weapon inflicts, the more it heals you.
 Devourer: The weapon drains your victims’ blood and pumps it directly into your veins,

invigorating and enhancing you for a time.



 Husker: The weapon evaporates all the moisture from its victim’s body, leaving nothing but
dust behind.

Ranged Weapons

Splinter Weapon (first free, then -50): Splinter guns are the most ubiquitous weapons among the
Dark Eldar. They contain a core toxic crystal that is used to break off small splinters and accelerate
them down the barrel at extreme speeds. If the target manages to survive the deadly splinter, the
toxins may incapacitate them.

 Cannon (-50): The Splinter Cannon is, in some senses, an upsized version of the Splinter Gun,
but it comes with an additional semi-liquid stabiliser that keeps the weapon steady when
running and an additional magnetic field stabilising the barrel to ensure there are no misfires
or innacurate shards even under the heat of battle. It also contains a burst mode to continue
firing even when the user loses their grip. This makes them easy to carry and deadly
accurate even when running.

 Soul-Seeker Rounds (-100): Some Splinter Weapons impregnate the poison crystal within
with pieces of tortured wraithbone. When fired, these maddened and angry shards home in
on the first living thing they can find, even curving around barriers to strike the living.

Terrorfex/Phantasm Grenade Launcher (-50): This wrist mounted grenade launcher fires
wraithbone grenades, whose contents are so hideously tortured it causes them to unleash a haze of
terror or despair in the vicinity of their detonation. Being exploding grenades, they do have a slight
chance of killing, though they were not designed for it.

 Xenospasm Grenades (-50): Instead of tormenting wraithbone to create terror or despair,
the wraithbone in these grenades is tormented until they feel overwhelming hatred for the
living and then placed inside specially carved obsidian. When these grenades detonate, the
wraithbone guides the fragments into the living. The victims of xenospasm grenades are
typically torn apart under a hail of unnaturally accurate shards. These grenades are given in
addition to your normal wraithbone grenades.

 Damnation Grenades (-100): A particularly vile variant used by Kruellagh, the maybe-Archon
of the Kabal of the Flayed Skull, these grenades are capable of felling even a Space Marine
caught in its blast.

Shredder (-100): This gun fires a compressed monofilament mesh covered in barbs that is designed
to shred an unfortunate creature caught within it, their struggles only causing the barbs to bite ever
deeper.

Haywire Blaster (-100): Utilising the electromagnetic energies harvested from the eyries of
Commoragh, the Haywire Blaster is capable of disabling that which relies on electronics in a single
“pulse” of crackling energy. Extremely specialised, but very good at what it does.

Liquifier (-100): A compact gun that sprays a gout of potent acid at close range.
 Blood Spray (free): Should you have picked up acid blood or allowed some other dangerous

chemicals to replace your vital fluid, you may take this. It will allow you to hook up your



Liquifier directly into your veins to spray what passes for blood amongst your kind at your
enemies. Its effectiveness entirely depends on what courses through your circulatory system.

Destructor (-100): An old Haemonculus take on the flamers of the lesser races, this one which sprays
an incredibly potent corrosive compound capable of eating through any known armour and leaving
most creatures paralysed, blind, and boneless in agony that defies description. Its very short range is
its most significant downside.

Heat Lance (-200): These weapons are a combination of the advantages of melta and las weapons.
Despite their short range, they are even deadlier than a pure melta weapon within it.

Dark Lance (-300): This weapon fires dark energy, harvested from black holes, warp storms, and
other dangerous phenomena not fully understood. A single blast from this reacts violently on
contact, tearing through even the heaviest armour and leaving no trace of any man unfortunate
enough to be its victim behind. It is most efficient when fired upon vehicles, where its ability to make
even the heaviest armour largely redundant is most useful.

 Blaster/Blast Pistol (free): Though indisputably effective against nearly anything it touches,
the Dark Lance is large and cumbersome enough to be inconvenient for an infantryman to
use. The Blaster is a way around this, taking the fearsome effectiveness of a Dark Lance and
shrinking it down into a rifle-size package while adding the same semi-liquid stabiliser found
in a Splinter Cannon to make it easy to fire and accurate on the move. This does noticeably
impact its range, putting it down to mere carbine rather than anti-tank cannon range.
Alternatively, it has been shrunk all the way down to pistol size and range, though again
losing none of its deadliness.

Disintegrator Cannon (-300): These versatile heavy weapons are faintly similar to Imperial plasma
guns, yet advanced Dark Eldar technology has solved the overheating problems plasma guns are
notorious for suffering. They remain cool under any circumstances, despite firing plasma from one of
Commorragh’s stolen suns hot enough to vaporise all but the largest of monsters and heavy vehicles
on contact.

General Ranged Weapon Upgrades:
 Miniaturised (-50): This upgrade shrinks it significantly and enables you to either turn it into

a pistol, mount your ranged weapon upon a piece of clothing, armour like a Tormentor Helm,
or even another weapon. When mounted on your clothing or armour, the weapon may have
an optional function to be fired with a thought, freeing up both hands for wielding
something else. The only downside is that the small size of the weapon does tend to shave
off some range.

 Flawless Workmanship (-100): Some Kabals take the construction of the finest, deadliest
weapons as a mark of pride, and so the guns they produce are of quality and craftsmanship
unavailable to most. These weapons fire much further and hit so much harder. Your weapon
is upgraded with these very same standards of craftsmanship.

 Kiss of the Parasite (-200): When you slay a foe with this weapon it will drain its soul back to
you to heal you.

Armour



Designed to slash up anyone who merely brushes against it, as anyone familiar with the old models
can attest.

Protection:
 Wychsuit (-50, free Wych): There’s just enough armour in here to cover your genitals,

nipples and a couple other plates around your body, possibly over parts of your legs or arms.
This armour is better than nothing, because wearing nothing at all is the next step down.
However it doesn’t hamper the aerobic fighting style the Wyches prefer and does offer some
meagre protection.

 Kabalite Amour (-100, free Kabalite, Dracon): This armour offers protection that is merely
bad. It is a full bodysuit that offers protection against the void.

 Ghostplate (-200, free Scourge, discounted Dracon): This armour has been fashioned from a
mixture of hardened resins, pockets of lighter than air gas, and miniature forcefield
projectors that ultimately give it a durability even better than Imperial Carapace Armour
without affecting mobility in the least.

 Incubus Warsuit (-300, free Incubus): This armour offers protection loosely equivalent to a
full suit of Space Marine Power Armour, without hampering mobility in the least.

Upgrades:
 Imbued with Misery: Shards of poisoned wraithbone have been woven into the armour

making it even tougher than before. But this is not the true reason such armour is desired,
for its real advantage is in how it emanates waves of crippling dread, sapping away your
foes’ will to resist you. All but the strong willed will simply drop their weapons and fall to the
floor at your approach, overwhelmed by the torturous waves radiating from you.

 Soulforged: The soulstones of Craftworld Farseers were broken and forged into your armour,
or perhaps a crown to go with it, and in their torment they glimpse potential dark futures
and whisper them to the wearer. With a modicum of wit, the wearer can avoid these.

 Spiteful: As the psychic potential of the Dark Eldar has atrophied, they have come up with
ever more creative ways to counter hostile psychic phenomena. Your armour has been
designed so that it not only shields you from most psychic powers, it inflicts a backlash
against those who would dare use it against you so potent that psyker brains may be cooked
inside their skulls.

 Night Shielded: The Shadow Fields of the Dark Eldar are potent, but incredibly unreliable. It
is little surprise that enterprising craftsmen instead worked a broad spectrum displacement
field similar to the Night Shields of their vehicles offering lesser yet vastly more reliable
protection.

 Clone Field: A device that projects lifelike holograms of yourself around you, making it
extremely difficult and a gamble to target your true body. Though it makes you very difficult
to target, it offers no protection if something does manage it.


